
Reimagine Policing Plan
A New Vision for Boulder

An Overview



Two years ago, the Boulder Police Department began to think differently
about its future. With a new chief and a recognition that the profession

needed to address a history of negative impacts, mostly in communities of color,
this department committed to change.

Since then, there’s been lots of community engagement.
We’ve heard great ideas and, sometimes difficult, feedback from many of you.

We took this learning to heart, drew from best practices in policing reform, and 
developed a plan designed to shape a new approach here in Boulder.

The plan is called “Reimagine Policing.”







What We Heard

• We are all free to enjoy public and private spaces without fear of harm

• Laws are enforced equitably

• Police respond professionally and respectfully when we need them, but we have alternative and 
creative resources to address problems not suited to policing

• We demonstrate we are a compassionate community that supports the basic needs and the right to 
be free from crime for all community members

• Criminal behavior is met with accountability measures that are fair and just within policing and other 
systems, with opportunities for individuals to be supported in underlying issues

• Officers are part of the communities they serve, building relationships and understanding and 
addressing problems before having to step up enforcement and resort to force

Our community wants a future where:



The new plan calls for a shift from “old” call-and-respond 
model to a “new” problem-oriented policing model.



The SARA Model helps police work together with 
businesses, other city departments, and 
community members to:

SCAN: identify the problem

ANALYZE: find the underlying factors that are 
contributing to the problem and understand why 
this problem is happening in this specific place 
and way in Boulder

RESPOND: work together with community 
partners to resolve the issues using a holistic 
approach

ASSESS: evaluate whether the problem-oriented 
solutions worked, whether safety has been 
improved, and identify what, if any, problems still 
remain



Put text here
 

This problem-solving 
model reimagines a 
police service for Boulder 
that focuses on 
community-based 
problem-solving. The goal 
is to increases public 
safety, foster trust, and 
prevent crime before it 
occurs.



Increase neighborhood and community problem-solving meetings



Implement technology that lets people rate their interactions
with police right after they occur



Co-create a youth engagement program



Improve performance tracking and implement an
early warning system if there are concerns about officer behavior



What questions do you have?
Please ask! Let’s discuss!



Thank You!
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